
HOW TO HOLD THE CALL:
Place the call between your index finger and thumb. With your opposite 
hand grip the end of the call making a funnel shape. Bring the call to 
your mouth and blow.
CALL TECHNIQUE:
To make the sound, just blow. The volume of the call is easily controlled 
just by how hard or soft you blow. The basic sound you want is that of 
a baby crying--wah-wah-wah, etc. For more effect open and close your 
opposite hand in rhythm with the cries of the call. You can also shake 
the call as you blow to give the sound more urgency. For a very intense 
rasp cup the end of the call and blow as hard as you can.

DOUBLE COTTONTAIL™

WARNING: Primos® game calls are so accurate that you might attract other hunters, 
as well as game. The user of this product assumes all risk of injury in association 
with the use of this product. 

LIFETIME SERVICE GUARANTEE: All Primos® game calls come 
with a Limited Lifetime Service Guarantee. For warranty or service 
information, email service@primos.com or call customer service at 
(601) 879-9323. 

   This call houses two metal reeds thus giving it the name double. 
The special reeds are designed  to give this call the high-pitched and 
raspy sound of a cottontail. You can use this call as the primary call or 
sometimes it works best to save it for later in the set to jar loose those 
educated critters. Works on all predators including coyotes, bobcats, 
fox, etc.   

INSTRUCTIONS & EXERCISES

IMPORTANT: Please read all instructions and 
warnings before using this product to ensure safe 
and proper use.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT PRIMOS.COM
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Speak The Language®,

Randy Anderson

• Two Metal Reeds
• High-Pitched and Raspy

• Laminated Barrel


